Capacitàzione is a multistream action and research programme promoted by Inthum: a social promotion association created by the Foist Lab of the University of Sassari together with four partner CSOs as a result of the EU funded PERARES project.

Inthum’s mission is promotion of citizen participation and knowledge sharing for community empowerment.

PARTECIPATED RESEARCH
AGENDA SETTING

COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT

COMMUNITY MEETINGS

Main activity streams
- Community-based research in Sassari
- Community meetings in Nuoro
- Census of citizen participation practices in Sardinia

CBR in a disadvantaged neighbourhood in Sassari*
- Critical history of neighbourhood
- Interviews and questionnaires
- Community walks and meetings leading to community maps
* connected with IFE’s Equity and Sustainability Field Hearings

Promoting educating communities in Nuoro
Building on previous action research projects, six community meetings have been organized up to now to promote minors’ safe use of the internet. Meetings involved students (some 240), school teachers (80), parents, local authorities, social workers and educators

CAPACITY BUILDING AND TRAINING

Activities implied advanced training for:
- 6 PhD students Social science and social work
- 1 MA student Social policies and social work
- 10 CSO members

Census of citizens’ participation practices promoted by local administrations
Results will be made available on an online open database. Evidence from census and success stories will feed into a final report and policy briefs which are expected to generate policy impact

DISSEMINATION AND POLICY IMPACT

6 PhD students
Social science and social work

1 MA student
Social policies and social work

10 CSO members

PUBLIC REPORT
OPEN ACCESS DATABASE
SUCCESS STORIES
POLICY BRIEFS
CENSUS

CBR training through flipped classroom and field practice
Science shop project on community mapping through community walks
Social research method and practice and participation
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